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Abstract 10 

Methane (CH4) from ruminants contributes one third to global agricultural greenhouse gas 11 

emissions. Eddy covariance (EC) technique has been extensively used at various flux sites to 12 

investigate carbon dioxide exchange of ecosystems. Since the development of fast CH4 13 

analysers the instrumentation at many flux sites have been amended for these gases. However 14 

the application of EC over pastures is challenging due to the spatial and temporal uneven 15 

distribution of CH4 point sources induced by the grazing animals. We applied EC measurements 16 

during one grazing season over a pasture with 20 dairy cows (mean milk yield: 22.7 kg d-1) 17 

managed in a rotational grazing system. Individual cow positions were recorded by GPS 18 

trackers to attribute fluxes to animal emissions using a footprint model. Methane fluxes with 19 

cows in the footprint were up to two orders of magnitude higher than ecosystem fluxes without 20 

cows. Mean cow emissions of 423 ± 24 gCH4 head-1 d-1 (best estimate from this study) 21 

correspond well to animal respiration chamber measurements reported in the literature. 22 

However a systematic effect of the distance between source and EC tower on cow emissions 23 

was found which is attributed to the analytical footprint model used. We show that the EC 24 

method allows to determine CH4 emissions of cows on a pasture if the data evaluation is 25 

adjusted for this purpose and if some cow distribution information is available. 26 

 27 

 28 

 29 
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1 Introduction 30 

Methane (CH4) is after carbon dioxide (CO2) the second most important human induced 31 

greenhouse gas (GHG), contributing about 17% to the global anthropogenic radiative forcing 32 

(Myhre et al., 2013). Agriculture is estimated to contribute about 50% of total anthropogenic 33 

emissions of CH4 while enteric fermentation of livestock alone accounts for about one third 34 

(Smith et al., 2007). For Switzerland these numbers are even higher, with 85% total agricultural 35 

contribution and 67% from enteric fermentation alone, but still afflicted with considerable 36 

uncertainty (Hiller et al., 2014). Measurements of these emissions are therefore important for 37 

national GHG inventories and to assess their effect on global scale.  38 

Direct measurements of enteric CH4 emissions are commonly made on individual animals using 39 

open-circuit respiration chambers (Münger and Kreuzer, 2006, 2008) or the SF6 tracer 40 

technique (Lassey, 2007; Pinares-Patiño et al., 2007). Both methods are labor-intensive and 41 

thus are usually applied only for rather short time intervals (several days). Although the 42 

respiration chamber method needs a costly infrastructure and investigates animals in a 43 

constrained situation, it presently is the reference technique to estimate animal breed and diet 44 

related differences in CH4 emissions. 45 

Recently also micrometeorological measurement techniques have been tested to estimate 46 

ruminant CH4 emissions on the plot scale and compare animal scale emissions to field scale 47 

emissions. These approaches are based on average concentration measurements: backward 48 

Lagrangian stochastic dispersion, mass balance for entire paddocks, and gradient methods 49 

(Harper et al., 1999; Laubach et al., 2008; Leuning et al., 1999; McGinn et al., 2011). They 50 

have in common that they integrate over a group of animals and are usually applied over 51 

specifically designed relatively small fenced plots.  52 

Among the micrometeorological methods, the eddy covariance (EC) approach is considered as 53 

the most direct to measure the trace gas exchange of ecosystems (Dabberdt et al., 1993), and it 54 

is used as standard method for CO2 flux monitoring in regional and global networks (e.g. 55 

Aubinet et al., 2000; Baldocchi, 2003). Advances in the commercial availability of tunable 56 

diode laser spectrometers (Peltola et al., 2013) that measure CH4 (and N2O) concentrations at 57 

sampling rates of 10 to 20 Hz have steadily increased the number of ecosystem monitoring sites 58 

also measuring the exchange of these GHG. However the number of studies made over grazed 59 

pastures is still low although such measurements are of importance to assess the full agricultural 60 

GHG budget. Baldocchi et al. (2012) showed the challenge of measuring CH4 fluxes affected 61 

by cattle and stressed the importance of position information of these point sources. Dengel et 62 

al. (2011) used EC measurements of CH4 fluxes over a pasture with sheep. But the interpretation 63 
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of the fluxes had to be based on rough assumptions because the distribution of animals on the 64 

(large) pasture was not known. 65 

An ideal requirement for micrometeorological measurements is a spatially homogeneous source 66 

area around the measurement tower (Munger et al., 2012), which is often hard to achieve in 67 

reality. Although EC fluxes are supposed to average over a certain upwind 'footprint' area 68 

(Kormann and Meixner, 2001), the effect of stronger inhomogeneity in the flux footprint (FP), 69 

like ruminating animals contributing to the CH4 flux, have not been studied in detail. These 70 

animals are not always on the pasture (e.g., away for milking) and move around during grazing. 71 

They are in changing numbers up- or downwind of the measurement tower and represent non-72 

uniformly distributed point sources. In addition cows are relatively large obstacles and may 73 

distort the wind and turbulence field making the application of EC measurement disputable.  74 

The main goal of the present study was to test the applicability of EC measurement for in-situ 75 

CH4 emission measurements over a pasture with a dairy cow herd under realistic grazing 76 

situations. GPS position data of the individual cows were recorded to know the distribution of 77 

the animals and to distinguish contributions of direct animal CH4 release (enteric fermentation) 78 

and of CH4 exchange at the soil surface to measured fluxes. Cow attributed fluxes were 79 

converted to animal related emissions using a flux FP model in order to test the EC method in 80 

comparison to literature data. Additionally the following questions were addressed in the study: 81 

 Are animal emissions derived from EC fluxes consistent and independent of the distance 82 

of the source? 83 

 How detailed has the cow position information to be for the calculation of animal 84 

emissions? Does the information about the occupied paddock area reveal comparable 85 

results to detailed cow GPS positions? 86 

 Do cows influence the aerodynamic roughness length used by footprint models?  87 

2 Material and methods 88 

2.1 Study site and grazing management 89 

The experiment was conducted on a pasture at the Agroscope research farm near Posieux on 90 

the Swiss western plateau (46°46'04''N 7°06'28''E). The pasture vegetation consists of a 85/15% 91 

grass-clover mixture (mainly Lolium perenne and Trifolium repens) and the soil is classified as 92 

stagnic Anthrosol with a loam texture. The vegetation growth was retarded at the beginning of 93 

the grazing season due to the colder spring and the wetter conditions during April and May 94 

compared to long-term averages. The dry summer (June and July) also led to shortage of fodder 95 
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on the study field. Therefore additional neighboring pasture areas were needed to feed the 96 

animals.  97 

The staff and facilities at the research farm provided the herd management and automated 98 

individual measurements of milk yield and body weight at each milking. Milk was sampled 99 

individually on one day per week and analyzed for main components. Monthly energy-100 

corrected milk (ECM) yield of the cows was calculated from daily milk yield and the contents 101 

of fat, protein and lactose (Arrigo et al., 1999). Monthly ECM yield decreased over the first 102 

three months but overall was fairly constant in time with a mean value of 22.7 ± 5.5 (SD) kg. 103 

The average live weight of 640 ± 70 (SD) kg slightly increased by around 6% over the grazing 104 

season. 105 

The field (3.6 ha) was divided into six equal paddocks (PAD1 to PAD6) of 0.6 ha each (Fig. 106 

1). The arrangement of the paddocks was chosen to create situations with the herd confined in 107 

differing distances to the EC tower. Mainly two distance classes are used in the following: near 108 

cows denotes cases with animals in PAD2 or PAD5, far cows denotes cases with animals in one 109 

of the other four paddocks. The present study covers one full grazing season 9 April – 4 110 

November 2013. 20 dairy cows were managed in a rotational grazing system during day and 111 

night. Depending on initial herbage height the cows typically grazed for 1 to 2 days on a 112 

paddock. The herd consisted of Holstein and Red Holstein x Simmental crossbred dairy cows 113 

and was managed with an objective to keep the productivity of the herd relatively constant in 114 

time. The cows left the pasture twice a day for milking in the barn where they were also offered 115 

concentrate supplement (usually <10% of total diet dry matter) according to their milk 116 

production level. The paddock leaving time was around 4 am and 3 pm but varied slightly 117 

depending on workload in the barn and air temperature. If there was risk of frost, the cows 118 

stayed in the barn overnight (58 nights), and if the daytime air temperature exceeded about 119 

28°C before noon, the cows were moved into the barn for shade (19 days). Waterlogged soil 120 

condition entirely prohibited grazing on the pasture between 12 and 13 April. In total the cows 121 

were grazing on the study field for 198 half-days and for another 157 half-days on nearby 122 

pastures not measured by the EC tower. 123 

The management of the neighboring fields is also indicated in Fig. 1. The pastures in the South-124 

West are the additionally used areas due to fodder shortage of the experimental site (see above) 125 

and were only used with cows participating in the experiment. The feeding behavior of each 126 

cow was monitored by RumiWatch (Itin+Hoch GmbH, CH) halters with a noseband sensor. 127 

From the pressure signal time series induced by the jaw movement of the cow (Zehner et al., 128 
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2012) the relative duration of three activity classes (eating, ruminating, and idling) was 129 

determined using the converter software V0.7.3.2. 130 

2.2 Eddy covariance measurements 131 

2.2.1 Instruments and set up 132 

The EC measurement tower was placed in the middle of the pasture and was enclosed by a 2-133 

wire electric fence to avoid animal interference with the instruments (Fig. 1). The 3D wind 134 

vector components u, v (horizontal) and w (vertical), as well as temperature were measured by 135 

an ultra-sonic anemometer (Solent HS-50, Gill Instruments Ltd., UK) mounted on a horizontal 136 

arm on the tower, 2 m above ground level. Methane, CO2, and water vapor concentrations were 137 

measured by cavity-enhanced laser absorption technique (Baer et al., 2002) by a fast greenhouse 138 

gas analyzer (FGGA; Los Gatos Research Inc., US). The FGGA was placed in a temperature-139 

conditioned trailer in 20 m distance (NNE) from the EC tower and was operated in high flow 140 

mode at 10 Hz. A vacuum pump (XDS35i Scroll Pump, Edwards Ltd., UK) pulled the sample 141 

air through a 30 m long PVC tube (8 mm ID) and through the analyzer at a flow rate of about 142 

45 sL min-1. The inlet of the tube was placed slightly below the center of the sonic anemometer 143 

head at a horizontal distance of 20 cm. Two particle filters with liquid water traps (AF30 and 144 

AFM30, SMC Corp., JP) were included in the sample line. The 5 µm air-filter (AF30), installed 145 

1 m away from the inlet, avoided contamination of the tube walls. The micro air-filter (AFM30; 146 

0.3 µm) was installed at the analyzer inlet. 147 

The noise level of the FGGA for fast CH4 measurements depended on the cleanness of the 148 

cavity mirrors. It was determined as the (weekly) minimum of the half-hourly standard 149 

deviation of the 10 Hz signal. At the beginning the noise levels was at 15 ppb but gradually 150 

increased to 38 ppb over time due to progressive contamination. In July 2013 the noise abruptly 151 

increased without any explanation but the cleaning had to be postponed until mid of August. 152 

During this period the noise level was 230 to 400 ppb. After the cleaning the noise was even 153 

lower (around 7 ppb) than at the beginning.  154 

The gas analyzer was calibrated at intervals of approximately two months with two certified 155 

standard gas mixtures (1.5 ppm CH4/350 ppm CO2 and 2 ppm CH4/500 ppm CO2; Messer 156 

Schweiz AG, CH). An excess of the standard gas was bypassed by a T-fitting to the device 157 

which was set into low measurement mode at 1 Hz using the internal pump. The calibration 158 

showed that the instrument sensitivity did not vary significantly over time, except for the period 159 

when the measurement cell was very strongly contaminated. 160 
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The data streams of the sonic anemometer and the dry air mixing ratios from the FGGA 161 

instrument were synchronized in real-time by a customized LabView (LabView 2009, National 162 

Instruments, US) program and stored as raw data in daily files for offline analysis.  163 

Standard weather parameters were measured by a customized automated weather station 164 

(Campbell Scientific Ltd., UK).  165 

2.2.2 Flux calculation 166 

Fluxes were calculated for 30 min intervals by a customized program in the R software (R Core 167 

Team, 2014). First, each raw 10 Hz time series was filtered for values outside the physically 168 

plausible range ('hard flags') and the sonic data (wind and temperature) were subject to a de-169 

spiking ('soft flags') routine according to Schmid et al., (2000); replacing values that exceed 3.5 170 

times the standard deviation within a running time window of 50 s. Filtered values were counted 171 

and replaced by a running mean over 500 data points. No de-spiking was applied for the CH4 172 

mixing ratio because a potentially large effect on resulting fluxes was found. For cases with 173 

cows in the FP the CH4 concentration showed many large peaks as illustrated in Fig. 2a, whereas 174 

for situations without cows the variability range was much lower (Fig. 2b). If the de-spiking 175 

routine is applied to the time series, this has a strong effect in the case with cows in the FP (Fig. 176 

2a). 454 data points are replaced in this 30 min interval and the remaining concentration data 177 

are limited to 3500 ppb. The corresponding flux is reduced from 1322 to 981 nmol m-2 s-1 (-178 

26%). The second time series not influenced by cows shows no distinct spikes and only 5 data 179 

points are removed by the de-spiking routine without significant effect on the resulting flux. 180 

Prior to the covariance calculation the wind components were rotated by the double rotation 181 

method (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994) to align the wind coordinate system into the mean wind 182 

direction, and the scalar variables were linearly detrended.  183 

The EC flux is defined as the covariance between the vertical wind speed and the trace gas 184 

mixing ratio (Foken et al., 2012b). Due to the tube sampling of the FGGA instrument there is a 185 

lag time between the recording of the two quantities. Therefore, the CH4 flux was determined 186 

in a three-stage procedure: i) For all 30 min intervals the maximum absolute value (positive or 187 

negative) of the cross-covariance function and its lag position ('dynamic lag') was searched 188 

within a lag time window of ±50 s. ii) The 'fixed lag' was determined as the mode (most frequent 189 

value) of observed dynamic lags over several days allowing for longer-term temporal changes 190 

due to the FGGA operational conditions. iii) For the final data set, the flux at the fixed lag was 191 

taken, if the deviation between the dynamic and the fixed lag was larger than 0.36 s, else the 192 

flux at the dynamic lag was taken. The fixed lag for the CH4 flux in this study was around 2 s. 193 
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For large emission fluxes with cows in the FP a pronounced and well determined peak in the 194 

cross-covariance function could be found close to the expected lag time (Fig. 3a). For small 195 

fluxes the peak can be hidden in the random-like noise of the cross-covariance function and the 196 

maximum value may be found at an unplausible dynamic lag position (Fig. 3b). In this case the 197 

flux at the fixed lag is more representative on statistical average, because it is not biased by the 198 

maximum search.  199 

The air transportation through the long inlet tube (30 m) and the filters led to high-frequency 200 

loss in the signal (Foken et al., 2012a). To determine the damping factor, sufficient flux 201 

intervals with good conditions are needed, i.e., cases with a large significant flux and very 202 

stationary conditions resulting in a well-defined cospectrum and ogive with a low noise level. 203 

These requirements were generally better fulfilled for CO2 than for CH4 fluxes. Because both 204 

quantities were measured by the same device, we assumed that CH4 fluxes had the same high-205 

frequency loss as determined for the more significant CO2 fluxes. High-frequency loss was 206 

calculated by the 'ogive'-method as described in Ammann et al. (2006). In short, the damping 207 

factor was calculated by fitting the normalized cumulative co-spectrum of the trace gas flux to 208 

the normalized sensible heat flux co-spectrum at the cut-off frequency of 0.065 Hz. The minor 209 

high-frequency damping of the sensible heat flux itself was calculated according to Moore 210 

(1986). A total damping of 10 to 30% depending mainly on wind speed was found for the 211 

presented setup, and the fluxes were corrected for this effect.  212 

The mixing ratios measured by the FGGA were internally corrected for the amount of water 213 

vapor (at 10 Hz) and stored as 'dry air' values. Since also temperature fluctuations are supposed 214 

to be fully damped by the turbulent flow (Reynold number = 10'000) in the long inlet line, no 215 

further correction for correlated water vapor and temperature fluctuations (WPL density 216 

correction, Webb et al., 1980) had to be applied. 217 

2.2.3 Detection limit and flux quality selection 218 

The flux detection limit was determined by analyzing the cross-covariance function of fluxes 219 

dominated by general noise, i.e., fixed lag cases without significant covariance peak. 220 

Additionally, the selection was limited to smaller fluxes (range around zero for which more 221 

fixed lag than dynamic lag cases were found: here ±26 nmol m-2 s-1) in order to exclude cases 222 

with unusually high non-stationarity effects. The uncertainty of the noise dominated fluxes was 223 

determined from the variability (standard deviation) of two 50-s windows on the left and the 224 

right side of the covariance function (Fig. 3) similar to Spirig et al. (2005). The detection limit 225 

was determined as 3 times the average of these standard deviations.  226 
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All measured EC fluxes were selected using basic quality criteria. The applied limits were 227 

chosen based on theoretical principles and statistical distributions of the tested quantities. Only 228 

cases which fulfilled the following criteria were used for calculations: 229 

 less than 10 hard flags in wind and concentration time series 230 

 small vertical vector rotation angle (tilt angle) within ±6° to exclude cases with non-231 

horizontal wind field 232 

 wind direction within sectors 25 to 135° and 195 to 265° to exclude cases that are 233 

affected by the farm facilities in the north and in the south of the study field (by non-234 

negligible flux contribution, non-stationary advection, distortion of wind field and 235 

turbulence structure). 236 

 fluxes above the detection limit need a significant covariance peak (dynamic lag 237 

determination) 238 

Moving sources in the FP lead to strong flux variations which are normally identified by the 239 

stationarity criterion (Foken et al., 2012a). We did not apply a stationarity test, because it would 240 

have potentially removed cases with high cow contributions. We also did not apply a u* 241 

threshold filter that is often used for CO2 flux measurements (Aubinet et al., 2012), because it 242 

would have been largely redundant with the other applied quality selection criteria (with a 243 

negligible effect of < 2% on mean emission). Table 1 shows the reduction in number of fluxes 244 

due to the quality selection criteria. 245 

2.3 GPS method for deriving animal CH4 emission 246 

To assess the reliability of EC flux measurements of CH4 emissions by cows on the pasture, the 247 

measured fluxes (FEC) had to be converted to average cow emissions (E) per animal and time. 248 

This was done using three different information levels about animal position and distribution 249 

on the pasture:  250 

i. 'GPS method': use of time-resolved position for each animal from GPS cow sensors 251 

(this section) 252 

ii. 'PAD method': use of detailed paddock stocking time schedule (Sect. 2.4) 253 

iii. 'FIELD method': using only the seasonal average stocking rate on the measurement field 254 

without stocking schedule details (Sect. 2.5). 255 

 256 
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2.3.1 Animal position tracking 257 

For the animal position tracking each cow was equipped with a commercial hiking GPS device 258 

(BT-Q1000XT, Qstarz Ltd., TW) attached to a nylon web halter at the cows neck to optimize 259 

satellite signal reception. The GPS loggers using the WAAS, EGNOS and MSAS correction 260 

(Witte and Wilson, 2005) continuously recorded the position at a rate of 0.2 Hz. Each GPS 261 

device was connected to a modified battery pack with 3 x 3.6 V lithium batteries to extend the 262 

battery lifetime up to 10 days. GPS data was collected from the cow sensors weekly during 263 

milking time, and at the same occasion also the batteries were exchanged. GPS coordinates 264 

were transformed from World Geodetic System (WGS84) to the metric Swiss national grid 265 

(CH1903 LV95) coordination system. GPS data was filtered for cases with low quality 266 

depending on satellite constellation (positional dilution of precision PDOP ≤ 5). Each track was 267 

visually inspected for malfunction to exclude additional bad data not excluded by the PDOP 268 

criterion. Smaller gaps (<1 min) in the GPS data of individual cow tracks were linearly 269 

interpolated. The total coverage of available GPS data was used as quality indicator for each 30 270 

min interval. The position data were used to distinguish between 30 min intervals when the 271 

cows were on the study field or elsewhere (barn or other pasture), or moved between the barn 272 

and the pasture.  273 

The accuracy of the GPS devices was assessed by a fixed point test with six devices placed 274 

directly side by side for five days. Each device showed an individual variability in time not 275 

correlated to other devices and some systematic deviation from the overall mean position 276 

(determined from very good data with PDOP < 2 of all devices). The accuracy of each device 277 

was calculated as the 95% quantile of deviations. It ranged from 1.9 to 4.3 m for the six devices. 278 

We assessed this accuracy as sufficient for the present experiment because it is much smaller 279 

than the typical flux FP extension and also smaller than the typical cow movement range within 280 

a 30 min interval. Although there occurred some sensor malfunctions and data losses for 281 

individual GPS sensors during the continuous operation, the overall data coverage was 282 

satisfying for sensors attached to animals. Time intervals with less than 70% of cow GPS 283 

positions available, were discarded from the data evaluation. This occurred in only 8% of the 284 

cases.  285 

2.3.2 Footprint calculations 286 

An EC flux measurement represents a weighted spatial average over a certain upwind surface 287 

area called flux FP. The FP weighting function can be estimated by dispersion models. 288 

Kormann & Meixner (2001) published a FP model (KM01) based on an analytical solution of 289 
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the advection-dispersion equation using power-functions to describe the vertical profiles. The 290 

basic Eq. (1) describes the weight function φ of the relative contribution of each upwind location 291 

to the observed flux with the x-coordinate for longitudinal and y-coordinate for lateral distance. 292 

𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦) =
1

√2 𝜋 ∙ D ∙ 𝑥E
𝑒

−𝑦2

2∙(𝐷∙𝑥𝐸)2  ∙ C ∙ 𝑥−A ∙ 𝑒
−B
𝑥  (1) 

The terms A to E are functions of the necessary micrometeorological input parameters (𝑧 − 𝑑: 293 

aerodynamic height of the flux measurement; u*: friction velocity; L: Monin-Obukhov length; 294 

σv: standard deviation of the lateral wind component; wd: wind direction; �̅�: mean wind speed) 295 

which were all measured by the EC system.  296 

The FP weight function also needs the aerodynamic roughness length (z0) as input parameter. 297 

It can be calculated as described in Neftel et al. (2008) from the other input parameters z – d, 298 

u*, L, and �̅� by solving the following wind-profile relationship:  299 

�̅�(𝑧 − 𝑑) =
𝑢∗

𝑘
[ln (

𝑧 − 𝑑

𝑧0
) − 𝜓𝐻 (

𝑧 − 𝑑

𝐿
)] (2) 

However, the determination of z0 by this equation is sensitive to the quality of the other 300 

parameters and especially problematic in low-wind conditions with relatively high uncertainty 301 

in the measured u*. Because z0 is considered approximately constant for given grass canopy 302 

conditions, its average seasonal course for the measurement field was parameterized by fitting 303 

a polynomial to individual results of Eq. (2) which fulfilled the following criteria: �̅� > 1.5 m s-304 

1 (see e.g., Graf et al., 2014), days without snow cover, and mean wind direction in the 305 

undisturbed sectors 25 to 135° and 195 to 265° (other wind direction showed relatively large 306 

variation of z0). 307 

Because of short-term variability in the vegetation cover and because of the potential impact of 308 

cows on z0, a range of factor 3 to both sides of the fitted parameterization (see Fig. 7) was 309 

defined. If the individual 30 min z0 value (derived by Eq. 2) was within this range it was directly 310 

used for the FP calculation. If z0 exceeded this range it was restricted to the upper/lower bound 311 

of the range. 312 

Assuming that each cow represents a (moving) point source of CH4, the FP contribution of each 313 

5s-cow-position (Fig. 4a) was calculated according to Eq. (1). The individual values were then 314 

averaged for each 30 min interval to the mean FP weight of a cow �̅�cow and of the entire cow 315 

herd �̅�herd: 316 

�̅�herd = 𝑛cow ∙ �̅�cow = 𝑛cow ∙ [
1

𝑁
∑ 𝜑(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)

𝑁

𝑖=1

] (3) 
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with ncow denoting the number of cows in the herd, and N the total number of available GPS 317 

data points within the 30 min interval. To account for the uncertainty of the GPS position, each 318 

data point was blurred by adding 4 m in each direction from the original point. φ(xi, yi) was 319 

calculated as the mean of the five φ(x, y). �̅�herd values were accepted only for 30 min intervals 320 

where >70% of the GPS data was available and the input parameters L, u*, and σv were of 321 

sufficient quality. According to Eq. (3) it was assumed implicitly that the FP weight of the cows 322 

with missing GPS data corresponded to the mean weight of the cows with available position 323 

data. 324 

2.3.3 Calculation of average cow emission 325 

The measured flux (FEC) cannot be entirely attributed to the contribution of direct cow 326 

emissions within the FP. It also includes the CH4 exchange flux of the pasture soil (including 327 

the excreta patches). This contribution is denoted as 'soil flux' (Fsoil) in the following. Fsoil had 328 

to be quantified by selecting fluxes with no or negligible influence of cows based on the GPS 329 

FP evaluation and other selection criteria (Table 1).  330 

The GPS data allows the calculation of emissions based on actual observed cow distribution 331 

and the use of the average cow FP weights (Eq. 3). The average emission per cow (Ecow) for a 332 

30 min interval is determined as: 333 

𝐸cow =  
(𝐹EC − 𝐹soil)

�̅�herd
 (4) 

In addition to the quality selection criteria for the EC fluxes mentioned in Sect. 2.2.3, the Ecow 334 

and the Fsoil datasets were subject to an outlier test and removal. Outliers were identified using 335 

the boxplot function of R (R Core Team, 2014) as values farther away from the box (inter-336 

quartile rage) than 1.5 times the length of the box. The effect of the outlier removal on the 337 

number of available data is indicated in Table 1.  338 

2.4 PAD method for deriving animal CH4 emission 339 

To assess the effect of the precision of cow position information on the determination of the 340 

average cow emission, an option with less detailed but easier to obtain position information was 341 

also applied and compared to the GPS approach. In the PAD method, no individual cow position 342 

information is used, but it is assumed, that the animal CH4 source is evenly distributed over the 343 

occupied paddock area. For this approach, an accurate paddock stocking time schedule is 344 

needed.  345 
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2.4.1 Footprint calculation for paddocks 346 

Neftel et al. (2008) developed a FP tool based on Eq. (1) that calculates the FP weights of 347 

quadrangular areas upwind of an EC tower. The source code was adapted and transferred to an 348 

R-routine in order to allow more complex polygons instead of quadrangles for the different sub-349 

areas of interest (here paddocks). 350 

Under the assumption that an observed flux originates from a known source and that the source 351 

is uniformly distributed over a defined paddock area, the measured fluxes can be corrected with 352 

the integrated FP weight (Neftel et al., 2008): 353 

ΦPAD = ∬ 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

PAD area

 (5) 

In the FP tool the domain which covers 99% of the FP is divided into a grid of 200 (along-354 

wind) times 100 (crosswind) cells, and for each cell the FP weight is calculated. The sum over 355 

all cells lying in the area of interest is the FP weight of the area (Eq. 5 and Fig. 4b). The FP 356 

model was already validated in a field experiment with a grid of artificial CH4 sources and two 357 

EC flux systems (Tuzson et al., 2010). 358 

2.4.2 Determination of average cow emission 359 

With the information on pasture time and occupied paddock number, average cow emission for 360 

each 30 min interval is calculated as: 361 

𝐸cow =  
(𝐹EC − 𝐹soil) ∙ 𝐴PAD

ΦPAD

∙
1

𝑛cow

 (6) 

with 𝑛cow denoting the number of cows in the occupied paddock, APAD the area and ΦPAD the 362 

FP fraction of the corresponding paddock. Emissions are calculated only for 30 min intervals 363 

where the cows were on the pasture, the FP weight of the grazed paddock ΦPAD exceeds 0.1, 364 

and FP input parameters are of sufficient quality.  365 

2.5 FIELD method for deriving animal CH4 emission without position 366 

information 367 

EC measurements are frequently performed over pastures, but usually no detailed information 368 

on the position and exact number of animals and specific occupation times are available. If at 369 

least the average stocking rate over the grazing period is available and under the assumption 370 

that the cows are uniformly distributed over the entire pasture the time averaged cow emission 371 

can be calculated as:  372 
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〈𝐸cow〉 =  (〈𝐹EC〉 − 〈𝐹soil〉) ∙ 𝐴field ∙
1

〈𝑛cow〉
 (7) 

with 〈𝐹EC〉 denoting the mean observed CH4 flux of the grazing period, Afield the total pasture 373 

area, and 〈𝑛cow〉 the mean number of cows on the study field over the grazing season. 〈𝑛cow〉 = 374 

6.6 heads is calculated as the total number of cows of each 30 min interval with cows on the 375 

study field plus ½ of the number of cows when the cows were moved between barn and pasture 376 

divided by the total number of 30 min intervals of the grazing period. For comparison reasons, 377 

the cow flux is calculated by subtraction of the average soil flux. This is of course only possible 378 

because the GPS data was available.  379 

3 Results 380 

3.1 Methane fluxes with and without cows 381 

Observed 30 min CH4 fluxes varied between -150 and 2801 nmol m-2 s-1 during the grazing 382 

season. Situation with cows close to the sensor revealed strong fluxes (Fig. 5b and c). For 383 

situations with no cows in the FP (Fig. 5a) or with cows further away measured fluxes were 384 

very small. For the cow emission calculations with FP consideration, fluxes were divided into 385 

situations with near cows (Fig. 5 white paddocks) and far cows (Fig. 5 gray paddocks). 386 

For a systematic assessment of the relation between CH4 flux and cow position and for the 387 

separation of cases representing pure soil fluxes, all quality selected fluxes were plotted against 388 

�̅�herd in Fig. 6. It shows a clear relationship with a strong increase of fluxes only in the highest 389 

�̅�herd range. Situations with near cows led to generally higher FP weights and fluxes than for 390 

the far cows situations. Based on Fig. 6, a threshold of 2∙10-4 m-2 (φcrit,herd) was determined as 391 

the lower cut off for cow affected fluxes to be used for the calculation of Ecow. Cases with �̅�herd 392 

below φcrit,soil = 2∙10-6 m-2 were classified as soil fluxes. The exclusion of cases with �̅�herd 393 

between the two critical limits ensured that fluxes with potential influence by the cows grazing 394 

on the neighboring pasture were removed. 395 

The soil flux values were found to be generally small but mostly positive in sign (typically in 396 

the range 0 to 15 nmol m-2 s-1 Fig. 6) indicating a continuous small emission by the soil and 397 

surface processes. The accuracy of these fluxes was difficult to quantify because they mostly 398 

had no well-defined peak in the covariance function and thus 92% had to be calculated at the 399 

fixed lag. Even though temporal variations in median diurnal and seasonal cycles were observed 400 

(in the range of 1 to 7 nmol m-2 s-1), it was unclear whether these can be attributed to effects of 401 

environmental drivers or whether they result from non-ideal statistics and selection procedures. 402 

Also varying small contributions from cows on neighboring upwind fields could not be 403 
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excluded. Therefore we used a conservative overall average estimate for the soil flux of 4 ± 3 404 

nmol m-2 s-1 with the uncertainty range of ±50% covering the temporal variation of medians 405 

indicated above. 406 

3.2 Footprints and cow influence 407 

3.2.1 Roughness length 408 

The 30 min values of the roughness length z0 determined for wind speeds > 1.5 m s-1 showed a 409 

systematic variation over the year peaking in summer (Fig. 7) when the vegetation height 410 

ranged between 5 and 15 cm. Bi-weekly medians for situations with no cows in the FP ranged 411 

from 0.16 to 1.6 cm and corresponded well to the parameterized z0. Cows in the FP (withers 412 

height c. 150 cm) slightly influenced z0. The effect was distance dependent (Fig. 8). For cases 413 

with high FP weights of the cows (i.e., cows closer to the EC tower), z0 was systematically up 414 

to 2 cm higher than the average parameterized z0. However there was still a considerable scatter 415 

of individual values and variation with time. The range limits for z0 (grey range in Fig. 7) were 416 

necessary to filter implausible individual values under low wind or otherwise disturbed 417 

conditions. However, they were sufficiently large to include most of the cases influenced by 418 

cows. While for soil fluxes not influenced by cows 16% (5% below/11% above) of the 419 

calculated z0 values lay outside the accepted z0-range, the respective portion was only slightly 420 

higher (2% below/18% above) for situations with cows in the FP. 421 

3.2.2 Footprint weights of cows and paddocks 422 

Average cow FP weights (Eq. 3) ranged up to 2.9∙10-4 and 0.7∙10-4 m-2 for the near and far cows 423 

situations (Fig. 9a). On the lower end they were limited by the cut-off value φcrit,herd. The 424 

distribution of the near cows cases showed a pronounced right tail whereas the far cows cases 425 

were more left skewed. Figure 9b shows the FP fraction of the paddock in which the cows were 426 

present and which were used to calculate the emissions with the PAD method (Eq. 6). FP 427 

fractions for far cows were always lower than 25% of the total FP area. For the majority of the 428 

near cows cases the contribution to the measured flux was more than 40%.  429 

3.3 Methane emission per cow 430 

3.3.1 Overall statistics 431 

The discrimination of fluxes into the classes near and far cows resulted in 194 and 63 30 min 432 

GPS based cow emission values, respectively. Using the PAD method, the corresponding 433 
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numbers were only slightly higher (Table 1). Table 2 shows the estimated cow emissions for 434 

the three emission calculation schemes and for the two distance classes (near cows, far cows) 435 

if applicable. Emissions calculated for the near cows cases were significantly larger than 436 

emissions calculated for the far cows cases. The uncertainty of the mean (2·SE, calculated 437 

according to Gaussian error propagation) was lowest for the near cows of the GPS method. 438 

Emission results calculated with the PAD method were comparable to those of the GPS method 439 

considering the distance classes. The difference between median and mean values for GPS and 440 

PAD method were relatively small indicating symmetric distribution of individual values. 441 

Because the result of the FIELD method was calculated as temporal mean over the entire 442 

grazing period (with many small soil fluxes and few large cow influenced fluxes, see Fig. 6), 443 

the uncertainty could not be quantified from the variability of the individual 30 min data. 444 

Therefore we applied the FIELD method also to monthly periods and estimated the uncertainty 445 

(±184 gCH4 head-1 d-1) from those results (n = 7). It is much larger than for the two other 446 

methods and there exists also a considerable difference between the two different mean values. 447 

3.3.2 Diurnal variations 448 

Average diurnal cycle analysis for the near cows cases (Fig. 10a) showed persistent CH4 449 

emission by the cows over the entire course of the day. For four hours of the day less than five 450 

values per hour were found, mainly around the two milking periods or during nighttime. Mean 451 

emissions per hour ranged from 288 to 560 gCH4 head-1 d-1 with highest values in the evening 452 

and lowest in the late morning (disregarding hours with n < 5). Although the two grazing 453 

periods (evening/night: 5 pm to 3 am and morning/noon: 8 am to 2 pm) between the milking 454 

phases were not equally long, comparable numbers of values were available (n = 91 vs. 103). 455 

After the morning milking, the emissions decreased slightly for the first three hours followed 456 

by a slight increase. An almost opposite pattern could be found after the second milking in the 457 

afternoon. 458 

The temporal pattern of cow activity classes (Fig. 10b) mainly followed the daylight cycle with 459 

grazing activity dominating during daytime and ruminating during darkness. Highest grazing 460 

time shares were observed right after the milking in the morning and in the later afternoon. 461 

While grazing and ruminating show clear opposing patterns, there is no distinct overall relation 462 

to the CH4 emission cycle in Fig. 10a. Yet maximum emissions in the evening hours coincide 463 

with maximum grazing activity.   464 
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4 Discussion 465 

4.1 Flux data availability and selection 466 

Fluxes used for cow emission calculations were less than 3% of the total number of 30 min 467 

intervals (Table 1). In average years 3.6 ha of pasture are approximately sufficient to feed 20 468 

dairy cows by rotational grazing during the early season. The cold and wet spring in 2013 469 

negatively influenced the productivity of the pasture. Therefore, more than expected additional 470 

pasture time outside the study field was needed to feed the animals. These neighboring pastures 471 

were used for 44% of the time but contributed typically less than 5% to the EC footprint, which 472 

was too low for a sufficient cow emission signal. Hence the data coverage to measure cow 473 

emissions was lower than expected. The selection of acceptable wind directions and the limited 474 

probability that the wind came from the direction where the cows were actually present further 475 

reduced the number of cases selected as cow fluxes. Cow emissions with sufficient FP 476 

contribution mostly induced well defined peaks in the cross-covariance function (Fig. 3) and 477 

were well above the flux detection limit (similar as found by Detto et al., 2011). Even if the 478 

cows were present in the far paddocks 94% of the fluxes already filtered by the other quality 479 

criteria were determined at dynamic lag times. This shows that a further quality filtering by a 480 

stationarity test was not needed. 481 

Individual soil exchange fluxes were mostly below the (3) detection limit of 20 nmol m-2 s-1 482 

and more than 92% were determined at the fixed lag time. Detto et al. (2011) reported a 483 

detectable limit of ±3.78 nmol m-2 s-1 for a similar set up. The higher detection limit in this 484 

study has to be attributed to a different set-up but also to the stronger polluted region with 485 

various agricultural CH4 sources (farm facilities). The uncertainty of the soil flux was of minor 486 

importance for the calculations of the cow emissions by the GPS and PAD methods (Eqs. 4 and 487 

6), because the selected cow fluxes with significant FP contribution were about two orders of 488 

magnitude higher than Fsoil = 4 ± 3 nmol m-2 s-1 (Fig. 6). Soil fluxes observed here are of similar 489 

magnitude like fluxes measured in other studies: CH4 fluxes in the order of 0 to 10 nmol m-2 s-490 

1 are reported from a drained and grazed peatland pasture (Baldocchi et al., 2012), fluxes around 491 

zero seldomly larger than 25 nmol m-2 s-1 for a grassland in Switzerland after renovation 492 

(Merbold et al., 2014), and fluxes between -1.3 and 9.6 nmol m-2 s-1 from a sheep grazed 493 

grassland measured by chambers (Dengel et al., 2011). 494 

Methane fluxes from pasture always include fluxes from animal droppings (dung and urine). 495 

Therefore the soil fluxes referred to here are the combination of fluxes from the soil microbial 496 

community and fluxes from dung/urine which normally dominate over the pure soil fluxes 497 
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(Flessa et al., 1996). Emissions from cattle dung are estimated to 0.778 gCH4 head-1 (Flessa et 498 

al., 1996) and from finish dairy cows to 470 gCH4 ha-1 over a 110 day grazing period (Maljanen 499 

et al., 2012). The soil flux in the present study (16 g ha-1 d-1) is around three times higher than 500 

the corresponding flux calculated with the literature numbers (Flessa et al. (1996): 5 g ha-1 d-1 501 

and Maljanen et al. (2013): 4.3 g ha-1 d-1) but in the same order of magnitude. Hence, the soil 502 

in the present study was a source of CH4. Factors which may explain differences in the present 503 

study and the literature are different animal breeds/types, soil and vegetation types, and soil and 504 

weather conditions. Additionally the rotational grazing lead to measurements of mixed fluxes 505 

from old and new dung patches. 506 

4.2 Source distance effect and footprint uncertainty 507 

In the GPS and PAD method, cow emissions were derived from the measured fluxes (corrected 508 

for soil exchange) with the help of the KM01 footprint model (Eqs. 4 and 6). Although it can 509 

be assumed that the cows emitted the same amount of CH4 whether they grazed in the far or the 510 

near paddocks, a systematic effect of their distance from the EC tower was found (cf. near cows 511 

vs. far cows results in Table 2). The accuracy of the emissions depends on the accuracy of the 512 

flux measurement and on the accuracy of the FP model. The FP weight gets smaller and thus 513 

its relative accuracy decreases further away from the EC tower. This led to larger systematic 514 

uncertainties for calculations in the far cows case compared to the near cows case.  515 

One potential error source in the FP calculation could be the choice of z0. The observed course 516 

of z0 over the year (Fig. 7) coincides with the herbage productivity during the season and 517 

corresponds to around 1/10 of the grass height. The presence of the cows (in near paddocks) 518 

only slightly increased z0 but the values remained in the expected range of 8 mm to 6 cm for 519 

short to long grass terrains (Wieringa, 1993). For occasional large obstacles (separated by at 520 

least 20 times the obstacle height) rather a value of 10 cm and larger is expected (WMO, 2008). 521 

Cows were moving obstacles in the FP, which obviously damped the enhancement of z0. For 522 

the FP calculation we therefore generally limited z0 to a certain range around the mean seasonal 523 

course. For the majority of the cases, individually calculated z0 values lay within this range, but 524 

in a minor fraction (18%) of the cases with cows, they exceeded the range (see Fig. 7) and were 525 

truncated to the upper range limit. We tested the effect of a doubling of the parameterized z0 on 526 

ΦPAD for the near cows case, as typically observed in Fig. 8, and found a moderate increase of 527 

around 17% which would lower the calculated cow emissions proportionally. Because the 528 

truncation effect was small and only applied to few cases, we consider the uncertainty in z0 as 529 
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not important for our cow emission results. In particular it cannot explain the observed mean 530 

difference between near and far cows situations. 531 

We chose the KM01 footprint model because the model uses an analytical solution and the 532 

calculation is fast compared to numerical particle models (e.g. backward Lagrangian stochastic 533 

models; bLS) which describe turbulence structure in a more complex way. Kljun et al., (2003) 534 

compared the KM01 model to a bLS model and found in general good agreements. However, 535 

the KM01 model underestimates the FP weight compared to the bLS model around the 536 

maximum of the FP function φmax and overestimates the FP weight further downwind (see 537 

figures in Kljun et al., 2003). Integration over larger parts of the FP extension may balance this 538 

over-/underestimation. In the present study, the position of φmax typically lay within 30 m of the 539 

EC tower (in PAD2 or PAD5). Thus for the near cows cases with animals typically within 60 540 

m distance, such a balancing effect can be assumed. For the far cows case the KM01 model 541 

generally tends to overestimate the FP weights and thus the resulting emissions were 542 

underestimated on average. According to Kljun et al. (2003) the KM01 model also 543 

underestimates the FP weights in the direct vicinity of the EC tower (few meters). A detailed 544 

analysis of the cow positions (data not shown) revealed that in 68% of the near cows cases 545 

animals were present in distances < 2/3 φmax from the tower. But in less than 5% of the cases 546 

more than a tenth of the 30 min was affected. Hence the influence on the �̅�herd was generally 547 

small. 548 

The analytical model solution by KM01 was developed for ground level sources. Yet, while the 549 

cow's mouth and nose (respiration source) are close to the surface during grazing, they may be 550 

elevated up to c. 1 m during other activities. Unfortunately, this effect could not be evaluated 551 

with the KM01 model. However, very recently McGinn et al. (2015) investigated the effect of 552 

elevated cow emissions for a micrometeorological flux method that also uses turbulent 553 

dispersion modelling. They found no significant difference in their results between simulations 554 

with sources at the surface and at 0.5 m height. It needs to be investigated in the future whether 555 

this finding is also valid for the EC flux footprint weight. 556 

4.3 Comparison to published respiration chamber results  557 

While measured methane EC fluxes depend on site and environmental conditions and are 558 

therefore not directly comparable to other studies, this is much better feasible for the average 559 

cow emissions derived by the GPS method and the two alternative methods (PAD and FIELD) 560 

described in Sect. 2.3-2.5. It can be assumed that dairy cows of similar breed and weight and 561 

with comparable productivity (milk yield) have a similar gross energy consumption and CH4 562 
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emission. We therefore collected literature results from Swiss respiration chamber studies 563 

selected for a mean milk yield in the range of 20 to 25 kg d-1 around the mean milk yield of the 564 

present study (22.7 kg d-1). Most of those studies aimed to find diets that reduce CH4 emission 565 

based on different forage types and supplements. Cow diets therefore varied between all studies 566 

but always fulfilled animal nutrient requirements. One value from van Dorland et al. (2006) 567 

which showed very low CH4 emissions due to special diet supplements was excluded from 568 

Table 3. Mean body weight of cows in the present study (640 kg) was in the upper range of 569 

body weight in the selected chamber measurements. 570 

Mean CH4 emission over all selected studies of 404 gCH4 head-1 d-1 agrees very well with 571 

emission measured by EC for the near cows cases of 423 gCH4 head-1 d-1 (difference of only 572 

5%, within uncertainty range, see Table 2). The deviation for the PAD near cows results is 573 

about twice as large. The far cows results for GPS and PAD methods show even larger but 574 

negative deviations from the literature mean. The result of the FIELD method applied to the 575 

entire grazing period also shows a good agreement but we consider that as rather coincidental, 576 

because the estimated uncertainty of monthly values as well as the deviation of their mean and 577 

median is much larger.  578 

Based on the FP uncertainty considerations in Section 4.2 and the agreement with the recent 579 

literature values, we consider the GPS near cows results as the most reliable in this study. They 580 

were derived from only large fluxes with relatively low uncertainty. Therefore, the following 581 

discussion focusses on the GPS near cows results and uses them as reference for the comparison 582 

with the other results.  583 

4.4 Systematic and random-like variations of cow emission 584 

 Our result show only a moderate diel cycle (Fig. 10a) with highest emissions in the evening 585 

and lowest before noon (hourly means ±30% around overall mean). Although the timing of 586 

maximum emissions coincides with maximum grazing activity, the general diel variation 587 

cannot be explained satisfyingly by the observed cow activities (Fig. 10b). On the other hand 588 

the emission pattern shows some correlation to the stability conditions, which were also subject 589 

to a distinct diel cycle (predominantly unstable conditions from daybreak till early evening and 590 

stable conditions during evening and night). Therefore a methodology induced effect of stability 591 

(e.g. via FP calculation) on the observed diel emission cycle cannot be fully excluded. 592 

Increasing emission fluxes during daytime hours were also found over a sheep pasture by 593 

Dengel et al. (2011). But their nighttime fluxes were much smaller (close to zero) compared to 594 

daytime. Laubach et al. (2013) observed maximum CH4 emissions within two hours after 595 
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maximum feeding activity of cattle. Those cattle were fed before noon with imported fodder 596 

(i.e. all animals fed at the same time) whereas the cows in the present study were free in 597 

choosing their grazing activity time over the entire day. Obviously this is reflected in the less 598 

pronounced diel cycle.  599 

To assess and interpret potential systematic effects of variations in cow performance (among 600 

animals in the herd and with time over the grazing season) we used published emission models 601 

based on observed productivity parameters (see Ellis et al., 2010). Figure 11 compares the 602 

results of two models (Corré, 2002; Kirchgessner et al., 1995) estimating cow emission from 603 

recorded milk yield and body weight with results of this study. Although milk yield showed a 604 

general decrease over the first three months and a considerable variability within the herd, the 605 

effect on CH4 emissions according to the models was relatively small. The observed monthly 606 

emissions showed a larger variability which cannot be explained by the variability of the cow 607 

performance.  608 

Although the mean emissions observed in this study agree well with literature values the 609 

variation of the individual 30 min emissions is large (relative SD of 41% for GPS near cows, 610 

see Table 2). It is a combination of various effects with major contributions of the discussed 611 

diel variation, the stochastic uncertainty (short term variability) of turbulence, and the changing 612 

source distribution (various numbers of cows in the FP and moving). Very similar relative 613 

variability of 30 min fluxes was reported in a study using the micrometeorological bLS method 614 

(Laubach et al., 2014). Similar to Laubach et al., the large scatter of our individual emission 615 

values showed a fairly random-like (normal) distribution (Fig. 12) with only minor deviation 616 

between mean and median. This distribution is clearly more symmetric than the corresponding 617 

distribution of cow FP weights (Fig. 9a). Based on this behavior, the estimated uncertainty 618 

range of the overall mean cow emission calculated according to Gaussian error propagation 619 

rules is considered as representative. 620 

4.5 Relevance of cow position information 621 

In an intensive rotational grazing system the cows are expected to effectively graze the entire 622 

paddock area. On shorter timescales of 30 minutes (Fig. 5) this assumption is often not fulfilled. 623 

For a grazing rotation phase of two days the example in Fig. 13a shows that the cows indeed 624 

visited the entire paddock, but their position distribution was not uniform with higher densities 625 

in the central part of the paddock. Even over the entire grazing season some inhomogeneity in 626 

the cow density distribution persisted (Fig. 13b). Despite this inhomogeneity the mean emission 627 

calculated with the PAD method (implicitly assuming homogeneous cow distribution within 628 
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the paddock) was comparable to the emission based on GPS data (Table 2), yet with a larger 629 

uncertainty range. Thus the hypothesis that more detailed information lead to better results was 630 

not clearly verified in this case. Apparently the limited size and the geometric arrangement of 631 

the paddocks in relation to typical extension of the FP area in the main wind sectors limited the 632 

value of the more detailed GPS information.  633 

The PAD method uses a similar level of cow position information as other micrometeorological 634 

experiments applying the bLS approach (Laubach et al., 2008, 2013; Laubach and Kelliher, 635 

2005; McGinn et al., 2011). The bLS models use the geometry of the fenced grazing area and 636 

perform a concentration FP calculation (instead of the flux FP used here). The size of the animal 637 

containing fenced areas in those experiments (0.1 to 2 ha) were of the same order of magnitude 638 

as the paddock size in this study. Although the density of grazing animals in Laubach et al. 639 

(2013) was five times higher than the average density of 33 heads ha-1 in this study, they 640 

reported systematic effects of uneven cow distribution within the paddock on derived mean cow 641 

emissions, which was associated to the location where the fodder was offered. They found a 642 

discrepancy of up to +68% between their reference SF6 technique and the bLS model using 643 

concentration profile measurements at a single mast. The bLS experiments with line-averaging 644 

concentration measurements yielded generally better results because they are less sensitive to 645 

the source distribution. The corresponding uncertainties were similar to uncertainties found in 646 

this study.  647 

Although some inhomogeneity of the animal density was found within the paddocks, the 648 

rotational grazing system prevented major differences among them on the long term (Fig. 13b). 649 

This may not be the case for a free range grazing system without subdivision of the field into 650 

paddocks, like e.g. in the study by Dengel et al. (2011). In such a case, a larger scale 651 

inhomogeneity may develop leading to a systematic under- or overrepresentation of the animals 652 

in the flux FP (in the main wind sectors), and the FIELD method without cow position 653 

information would yield biased results. As an alternative to the use of GPS sensors on individual 654 

animals, their position could be monitored by the use of digital cameras and animal detection 655 

software (Baldocchi et al., 2012). 656 

The problem discussed so far for CH4 also exists for the investigation of CO2 flux measurements 657 

at pasture sites, because of the considerable contribution of animal respiration to the net 658 

ecosystem exchange. If joint CO2 and CH4 fluxes are available at the site CH4 can be used as a 659 

tracer for ruminant induced CO2 fluxes by using typical CH4/CO2 ratios of exhaled air found in 660 

respiration chamber measurements. 661 
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5 Conclusions 662 

EC flux and GPS data were combined using an analytical FP model to derive animal related 663 

CH4 emissions. A systematic effect of the distance from the EC tower to the source (cows) was 664 

found, which has to be attributed to the applied analytical FP model. It overestimates the FP 665 

weight of sources in large distances (> 25 times the measurement height). The problem may be 666 

avoided by using a more sophisticated Lagrangian dispersion model. The roughness length z0 667 

used as input for the FP model was moderately but systematically increased by the cows which 668 

should be taken into account. 669 

The position information allowed a reliable distinction of fluxes representing soil exchange 670 

without direct influence of cows. Although these fluxes were very low with marginal effect on 671 

the determination of cow emissions (using cow position information), they are potentially more 672 

important for the annual CH4 and full GHG budget of the pasture. In our rotational grazing set 673 

up, the simple information on paddock occupation times led to comparable estimates of mean 674 

cow emissions like the more detailed GPS information. For other pasture flux sites with a 675 

different grazing system, cow position information may be more crucial to determine 676 

representative animal emissions and soil exchange fluxes. We conclude that EC measurements 677 

over pasture are sufficiently accurate to estimate mean CH4 emissions of animals on the pasture. 678 

Although the uncertainty makes it difficult to detect small differences in animal CH4 emissions 679 

during short-term experiments, the EC method is well suitable for assessing longer-term 680 

ecosystem GHG budgets that are necessary to improve national inventories. 681 
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Table 1. Number of available 30 min CH4 fluxes in this study after the application of selection 872 

criteria for the three calculation methods (FIELD, GPS, and PAD method). Bold numbers 873 

were used for final calculations. 874 

 all/FIELD   GPS   PAD   

   soil near 

cows 

far 

cows 
 

near 

cows 

far 

cows 

grazing season1) 10 080        

quality operation2) 9856        

quality turbulence3) 7093        

wind direction4) 4645        

flux error/LoD5) 3630        

soil/cow attrib.6)   2076 205 64  216 74 

outliers removed7)   1917 194 63  198 74 

1) total number of 30 min intervals in grazing season (09.04.2013 – 04.11.2013) 875 

2) available data with proper instrument operation (hard flags < 10) 876 

3) acceptable quality of turbulence parameters and vertical tilt angle within ±6° 877 

4) accepted (undisturbed) wind direction: 25 to 135° and 195 to 265° 878 

5) no fluxes at fixed lag if flux larger than flux detection limit (LoD) 879 

6) split fluxes based on GPS data; exclusion of intervals with low GPS data coverage; 880 

   exclusion of intervals (730) when cows were moved between barn and pasture; discarding 881 

   of cases with intermediate mean cow FP weights 882 

7) outliers for cow cases determined based on emission (Ecow) 883 

 884 

 885 

 886 

  887 
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Table 2. Methane emissions calculated with known cow position (GPS) or occupied paddock 888 

area (PAD) for different distances of the cow herd to the EC tower (near, far), and calculated 889 

without using cow position information (FIELD). All values, except n, are in units gCH4 head-890 

1 d-1.  891 

  GPS   PAD   FIELD 

   near cows far cows  near cows far cows   

Mean  423 282  443 319  389a / 470b 

± 2 SE  ±24 ±32  ±32 ±40  ±184b 

Median  408 296  405 323  348b 

SD  168 124  226 173  243b 

n  194 63  198 74  7b 

a mean of all available 30 min data over the entire grazing period (in contrast to the second 892 

valueb) 893 

b statistical values calculated based on monthly results (April – October) 894 

  895 
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Table 3. Methane emissions from open-circuit respiration chamber measurements of Holstein 896 

and Swiss Brown breeds selected for milk yields and body weights comparable to cows in the 897 

present study. Hindrichsen et al., (2006a) used Swiss Brown breeds only.  898 

Reference Emission Body weight ECM1 

 [gCH4 head-1 d-1] [kg] [kg d-1] 

van Dorland et al. (2006) 428 669 23.5 

van Dorland et al. (2006) 413 669 24.4 

van Dorland et al. (2007) 424 641 24.5 

Hindrichsen et al. (2006a) 415 586 20.0 

Hindrichsen et al. (2006a) 379 583 20.0 

Hindrichsen et al. (2006a) 374 594 21.0 

Hindrichsen et al. (2006b) 414 619 22.8 

Münger and Kreuzer (2006)2 387 593 22.9 

    

mean 404 619 22.4 

SD 21 36 1.8 

1 ECM: energy-corrected milk yield 899 

2 mean values of lactation week 8, 15, and 23 900 
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 902 

Figure 1. Plan of the measurement site with the pasture (solid green line) and its division into 903 

six paddocks PAD1 to PAD6 (dashed green lines) used for rotational grazing. Around the EC 904 

tower in the center, the wind direction distribution for the year 2013 is indicated with a 905 

resolution of 10°. The grey circles indicate sector contributions of 2, 4, 6, and 8% (from inside 906 

outwards). Each sector is divided into color shades indicating the occurrence of wind speed 907 

classes (see legend).  908 
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 910 

 911 

Figure 2. 10 Hz time series of CH4 mixing ratio for two exemplary 30 min intervals on 15 June 912 

2013 between 12:30 and 14:30 local time (a) with and (b) without cows in the FP. In black 913 

untreated data, in orange data after de-spiking. The two cases correspond to the cross-914 

covariance functions in Fig. 3a and b.  915 
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 917 

 918 

Figure 3. Cross-covariance function of CH4 fluxes for two 30 min intervals of 15 June 2013 (a) 919 

with and (b) without cows in the footprint. The panels correspond to the intervals in Fig. 2. fix 920 

indicates the expected fixed lag time for the EC system. The grey areas on both sides indicate 921 

the ranges used for estimating the flux uncertainty and detection limit. 922 
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 924 

 925 

Figure 4. Determination of footprint weights for a cow herd in PAD2 during a 30 min interval 926 

with two different approaches: (a) 'GPS method' (Eq. 3) based on the actual cow positions. The 927 

color indicates the weight of each GPS point to the measured flux; (b) 'PAD method' (Eq. 5) 928 

calculating the area integrated footprint weight of the entire paddock area (here: PAD2 = 64%). 929 

The color of each pixel (4 x 4 m grid) indicates the footprint weight. The blue triangle indicates 930 

the position of the EC tower and the blue dashed lines are isolines of the footprint weight 931 

function.  932 
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  934 

 935 

Figure 5. Four examples of 30 min intervals with similar wind and footprint conditions (blue 936 

isolines) but different cow distribution and observed fluxes (FEC). For each cow, the GPS 937 

registered position (5 s resolution over 30 min) is marked with a line of individual color. 938 

Paddocks representing near cows situations are white and far cows are gray. (a) no cows in the 939 

footprint, i.e. soil fluxes are measured, (b)-(d) the higher the number and residence time of cows 940 

in the footprint the larger the observed flux.  941 
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 943 

 944 

Figure 6. Quality selected 30 min CH4 fluxes plotted against the mean herd footprint weight 945 

(�̅�herd). Cases used for soil flux and cow emission calculation are marked in color. Points in 946 

gray correspond to selected fluxes before the attribution into soil and cow fluxes and outlier 947 

removal. 948 
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 950 

Figure 7. Bi-weekly distributions (boxplots) of calculated roughness length (z0) for wind speeds 951 

> 1.5 m s-1 separated for cases with no cows in the FP (white boxes) and cases with cows present 952 

in the FP (orange). Whiskers for the cow cases cover the full data range, outliers for no cows 953 

cases are not shown. The gray area indicates the z0-range where the 30 min z0 value was 954 

accepted for FP evaluation. The middle curve in the grey range represents the 6th order 955 

polynomial fit to the values without cows. 956 
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 958 

 959 

Figure 8. Effect of cows on roughness length (z0). Boxplots of 30 min z0 values determined by 960 

Eq. (2) for �̅� > 1.5 m s-1 as a function of average footprint weight of the cow herd (�̅�herd) based 961 

on GPS data. Whiskers cover the full data range. Orange for situation with cows, green for 962 

situation with no cows in the footprint. 963 
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 965 

Figure 9. Histogram of footprint contributions (a) of cow positions used in the GPS method and 966 

(b) of occupied paddock area used in the PAD method. Cases are separated for distance of the 967 

cow herd from the EC tower in near cows and far cows. 968 
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 970 

Figure 10. (a) Average diel variation of CH4 cow emissions for the near cows case. White 971 

quartile range boxes indicate hours where less than five values are available. The uncertainty is 972 

given as 2∙SE (black lines). White bars (bottom) show the number of values for each hour (right 973 

axis). The two gaps indicate the time when the cows were in the barn for milking. The dashed 974 

line in the second milking period indicates that the cows sometimes stayed longer in the barn. 975 

(b) Average time cows spent per hour for grazing (green), ruminating (yellow), and idling 976 

(white) activity, mean diel cycle for the entire grazing season.  977 
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 979 

 980 

Figure 11. Monthly aggregated distribution of (a) energy-corrected daily milk yield (ECM) of 981 

the individual cows in the herd, and (b) cow methane emission as observed in this study (near 982 

cows cases) and modeled as a function of ECM and cow body weight (m) according to 10 +983 

4.9 ∙ 𝐸𝐶𝑀 + 1.5 ∙ 𝑚0.75 (Kirchgessner et al., 1995) and (50 + 0.01 ∙ 𝐸𝐶𝑀 ∙ 365)/365 ∙ 100 984 

(Corré, 2002). Crosses indicate mean values, boxes represent interquartile ranges, and whiskers 985 

cover the full data range. 986 
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 988 

Figure 12. Histogram of cow emissions for near cows and far cows for the GPS method 989 

(according to Eqs. 3 and 4). 990 
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 992 
Figure 13. Cow density distribution (a) for one grazing cycle (i.e., two consecutive days) and 993 

(b) for the entire study field integrated over the full grazing season in 2013. The color of each 994 

pixel (4 m x 4 m) represents the number of data points collected at 5 s time resolution with the 995 

GPS trackers of all cows. Note the different color scales. 996 


